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 Climate change is a topic that has been debated for years. Many deny its existence simply 

because the effects are not felt on a day-to-day basis. However, the climate is much different 

from weather and does not change every day, but is based on the average, overall weather and 

temperature. While the Earth’s climate has natural fluctuations, the overall temperature is 

increasing at an alarming and abnormal rate. The average surface temperature has risen 1.18°C 

since the 19th century.1 This is largely due to the increase in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 

Climate change leads to increasingly common weather extremes that people are not prepared for, 

such as droughts, wildfires, extreme heat, extreme cold, flooding, and cyclones. If nothing is 

done, the average global temperature will continue to increase and worsen the effects of climate 

change. 

Action is required to make a change, and governments need to take the first step. Poor 

governance of these issues must end. As climate issues continue to worsen, international 

governance needs to evolve to better combat climate change. This is not a single country’s issue, 

but the whole world’s. At the current rate of temperature and carbon increase, and minimal 

efforts in reducing these, scientists predict that the temperature will increase from 3°C to 5°C by 

the end of the century.2 Climate change is a big issue and requires a big solution. There is no 

single solution to climate change because climate change is not one single problem. The effects 

range from how well crops take to natural soil, to raging wildfires across countries.  

Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, water vapor, and chlorofluorocarbons, are 

greenhouse gases. They are naturally produced, and the Earth has natural processes to dissipate 

them. However, since the Industrial Revolution, emissions of these gases have skyrocketed due 

 
1 “Climate Change: How Do We Know?” Global Climate Change, Nasa.gov. Accessed February 24, 2021. 

https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/. 
2 Carla Delgado. “Antarctica Heatwave: When, Why and What it Means,” Earth.org. May 13, 2020. 

https://earth.org/antarctica-heatwave/. 
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to human activities. The gases can not be removed fast enough, so they collect in the atmosphere 

to create a warming effect, similar to a greenhouse, and trap heat inside. The gases absorb and 

emit infrared energy; the more infrared energy that is produced by the Earth’s surface, the more 

that gets trapped in the atmosphere and radiates heat back towards the surface. As the amount of 

gases reflecting heat increases, so does the global temperature. Though carbon dioxide is 

naturally occurring, it is also released through deforestation, burning fossil fuels, and other 

human activities. The amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has increased 47% since 

industrialization and is a leading factor in climate change. While the other greenhouse gases 

contribute to warming, none are quite as destructive. Water vapor increases as temperatures rise 

then releases through precipitation and provides cooling. Methane is more active in the 

atmosphere, but there is significantly less of it than carbon dioxide. Chlorofluorocarbons have 

been scientifically proven to destroy the ozone layer and have since been regulated in their 

release due to the Clean Air Act of 1970.3 

The burning of fossil fuels releases carbon dioxide as well as creates plastic that pollutes 

the Earth’s land and seas. The amount of plastic pollution has been no secret for many years, yet 

it continues to get worse. For the first time in history, scientists found microplastics in antarctic 

ice, 96 pieces of microplastic.4 Plastic in the ocean endangers marine life as the animals choke on 

and get tangled in the trash. Not only humans are feeling the effects of climate change, between 

dodging oceanic plastic and the rise in ocean acidification, sea animals are also being hit hard.  

 Ocean acidification is a result of the rising global temperature. As ocean temperatures 

 
3 “Climate Change: How Do We Know?” Global Climate Change, Nasa.gov. Accessed February 24, 2021. 

https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/. 
4“Microplastics Found in Antarctic Ice for First Time,” Earth.org. April 24, 2020. 

https://earth.org/microplastics-antarctic-ice/. 
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increase and absorb more carbon dioxide, pH levels lower and increase the acidity of the water. 

Increases in acidity and temperature weaken coral and cause coral bleaching that destroys the 

surrounding areas. Although some bleaching is a natural occurrence, it has significantly 

escalated. An enormous bleaching event occurred in 2019 as a result of being the hottest 

recorded year for ocean temperatures. There was a fourteen-year gap between the 2002 bleaching 

event and the 2016 bleaching, and now there have been three big bleaching events in the past 

five years. The 2016 and 2017 bleaching events were detrimental to the Great Barrier Reef. 

Afterward, Australian researchers saw an 89% decrease in newborn coral. Repeated dramatic 

changes like this make it harder for the coral to repair itself. Climate change has contributed to a 

fivefold increase in severe coral bleaching.5  

The Great Barrier Reef supports 64,000 jobs in Australia and produces more than 6 

billion dollars in the tourism industry. About half of the reef is dying or already dead and 

continuing to kill other corals. Australian scientists are currently working on ways to rapidly 

regrow coral, a process that typically takes years, but if the greenhouse gases continue to rise the 

coral will keep dying faster than can be reproduced. Coral reefs support 25% of marine life and 

nearly one billion people worldwide rely on them for food. Coral reefs also protect vulnerable 

coastlines from erosion. Nearly 75% of the world's coral reefs are under threat and if the climate 

continues to worsen the effects will be detrimental to everyone. About half of the world’s coral 

reefs have died in the past 30 years. Roughly 80% of the world’s oxygen comes from a sea that is 

continuing to struggle. Once the coral is dead, the reefs will erode and destroy habitats and 

marine life feeding and spawning grounds. Animals that rely on coral, such as grouper, snapper, 

 
5Damien Cave, “Great Barrier Reef Is Bleaching Again. It’s Getting More Widespread.” The New York 

Times. April 6,  2020. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/06/world/australia/great-barrier-reefs-bleaching-
dying.html.  
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oysters, and clams, will be impacted. These animals being vital in many people's diets would 

hurt those populations. Ocean fishing industries would collapse and nearly 38 million people 

would be put out of jobs. Island nations that depend on coral reef tourism would disappear. 

Worldwide health would also be hit as many life-saving medicines use coral. These would be 

devastating to the global economy. If there is a 1.5℃ increase in temperature there could be a 

70-90% decrease in coral reefs.6 

Weather extremes are becoming much more common. As dangerous and bizarre as they 

are, they have almost become commonplace. California is ravaged by wildfires almost every 

year now. With each new year, a new record is set for the worst fire season. In 2020, 4.7 million 

acres were burned across California and the fires traveled up to Oregon.7 The resulting smoke 

plumes saturate the air and can cause electrical shutdowns, leaving thousands without power. 

These plumes can even extend across the country to Maine and damage the air quality. As 

climate change drives up temperatures, soil and plants dry out and create optimal conditions for a 

fire to spread. Over 18 million hectares burned in the Australian bushfire of 2019–2020, 

destroying over 5,900 buildings including over 2,800 homes.8 The air quality in the cities of 

Australia was fatal and even carried over the ocean to affect Chile and Argentina as well.  

Extreme heat is only one side of the scale, extreme cold in unlikely places can be equally 

as deadly. Texas was hit with historically difficult cold temperatures this February. Texans were 

not prepared for these very rare conditions, and the results were tragic. Pipes burst due to lack of 

 
6Karen Kirkpatrick. “What if all the coral reefs disappeared?” HowStuffWorks. 

https://science.howstuffworks.com/science-vs-myth/what-if/what-if-all-coral-reefs-disappeared.htm. 
7Alice C. Hill. “Why U.S. Wildfires Will Only Get Worse,” Council On Foreign Relations. September 16, 

2020. https://www.cfr.org/in-brief/us-wildfires-california-oregon-climate-change-worse.  
8“Ten impacts of the Australian bushfires,” UN Environment Programme. January 22, 2020. 

https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/story/ten-impacts-australian-
bushfires#:~:text=Over%2018%20million%20hectares%20have,reported%20to%20have%20been%20killed. 
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insulation, power and heat were out for days, and people froze and suffered in their homes. This 

was caused by a weather phenomenon called Sudden Stratospheric Warming. When the Arctic 

heats up rapidly, it disrupts the polar vortex and weakens the jet stream that keeps the cold 

weather in. In late December and early January, the atmospheric temperature above the North 

Pole warmed from -79°C to -24°C. The jet stream keeps all the cold air trapped inside the north; 

however, when the atmospheric air gets warmer, it weakens the jetstream and allows cold air to 

travel south.9 As the arctic atmospheres increase in temperature, so do the land and ice below. 

This leads to glacial melting and rising sea levels that threaten coastal towns. 

In the late 1960s, scientists studying climate change theorized that Antarctic ice sheets 

would collapse and cause an alarming rise in sea levels.10 In early 2020, Antarctica experienced a 

record-breaking heatwave. Temperatures reached a record high of 18.4°C; the record was 

surpassed three days later by a temperature of 20.75°C. This was the first time the continent 

exceeded 20°C in recorded history. With rising temperatures like this, icebergs and glaciers are 

melting rapidly. Ice flow from the Thwaites Glacier has doubled in the last three decades, 

causing Antarctic sea levels to rise. Antarctica is the control center for global ocean circulation, 

as more ice melts and enters into the circulation, sea levels worldwide rise as well.  

Rising sea levels present danger for coastal areas. Seven of the ten largest United States 

cities are in coastal areas, as flood risks increase they endanger the lives of 29.1% of the 

country’s population. As saltwater begins to progress further up the shore it infiltrates freshwater 

sources and contaminates clean drinking water. While desalination is possible, it is an expensive 

and difficult process. Farming and plant life are also at risk. The same freshwater being used for 

 
9Jeff Berardelli. “Climate change and record cold: What's behind the arctic extremes in Texas,” CBS News. 

February 20, 2021. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/climate-change-texas-winter-storms-arctic-cold/. 
10“The Discovery of Global Warming.” February, 2021. https://history.aip.org/climate/timeline.htm.  
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drinking is used for watering irrigation. Saltwater can kill or stunt the growth of crops and many 

trees. Small islands are in danger as well, as they are at risk of being swallowed up completely. 

The Solomon Islands in the South Pacific have lost five islands already. Native villagers in Fiji 

have begun to relocate as their islands have started to disappear.11 The people and cultures of 

these islands could potentially be wiped out forever.  

The United States must take initiative in reducing carbon emissions as it is one of the 

biggest contributors to the global climate change crisis. Many people argue that it is not worth it 

to try to reduce emissions if underdeveloped countries can not reduce theirs. In countries such as 

India, a massive producer of greenhouse gases, attempting to reduce emissions would not be 

successful without the help of other countries. While the United States can not reduce India’s 

emissions, technology and support can be supplied to help. If nothing is done, humanity as a 

whole will continue to suffer what could have been prevented. Weather extremes will become 

more intense and occur more often, claiming more lives. If the temperature increases even 1.5° 

C, 1 billion people will be affected by severe heat waves. These heatwaves can cause droughts in 

crops and lead to massive and aggressive wildfires that burn down thousands of homes. 

As serious and concerning these issues and possible outcomes are, governance to end 

them has been lackluster. The Trump administration was detrimental to the climate progress of 

the United States. Trump’s removal of climate policies will add a projected 1.8 billion tons of 

greenhouse gases by 2035.12 Trump set the scene for how his administration would handle 

climate issues as he began by pulling out of the Paris Climate Agreement claiming, “We don't 

want other leaders and other countries laughing at us anymore, and they won't be” (Trump 2017). 

 
11Lyn Mettler. “13 Islands That Will Disappear in the Next 80 Years.” Reader’sDigest. October 17, 2019. 

https://www.rd.com/list/islands-will-disappear-80-years/.  
12 Jeff Goodell, 2020. “Trump Vs. Science,” Rolling Stone, no. 1345 (November): 38–39. 

http://search.ebscohost.com.sled.idm.oclc.org/login.aspx?direct=true&db=aph&AN=146646482&site=ehost-live. 
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The decision did not garner the respect Trump was expecting. Countries care about climate 

change, and seeing one of the biggest producers of carbon emissions refuse to help does not 

bring high regard in their eyes. The leaders of France, Germany, and Italy quickly issued a 

statement condemning the move and refusing renegotiation.13 

Following this, the Trump administration rolled back the clean power plan and loosened 

regulations on toxic air pollutants. Also, laws and regulations involving wild animal safety were 

softened or simply removed. Environmental Protection Agency criminal enforcement reached a 

30 year low as climate change was removed from the list of national security threats.14 Many 

presidents before have had an inadequate response to climate change, however, the Trump 

administration had an intention not to respond rather than the inability to do so.15 

 California’s authority to set stricter climate rules for the state of California was revoked 

so the state could not “... dictate standards for the nation.”16 California state governments sought 

to hold their state to higher standards yet were quickly stopped by the Trump administration. 

However, many auto manufacturers support California’s standards and have promised to move 

towards primarily electric vehicles by the end of the decade. Audi, BMW, and Ford all plan to 

have a sizable increase in electric vehicles within the next four years.17 

Jeff Goodell, an environmental activist, and writer for Rolling Stone magazine wrote: 

 
13“Paris climate deal: Trump pulls US out of 2015 accord.” BBCNews. June 1, 2017. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-40127326. 
14 Sarah Gibbens, “15 ways the Trump administration has changed environmental policies,” National 

Geographic. February 1, 2019. https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/15-ways-trump-
administration-impacted-environment. 

15 Dominic Preziosi, 2020. “A Climate President?” Commonweal 147 (11): 7. 
http://search.ebscohost.com.sled.idm.oclc.org/login.aspx?direct=true&db=aph&AN=147141768&site=ehost-live.  

16 Carol Davenport, “Trump to Revoke California’s Authority to Set Stricter Auto Emissions Rules,” The 
New York Times. September 20, 2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/17/climate/trump-california-emissions-
waiver.html?auth=login-email&login=email. 

17Annie White. “Here Are All the Promises Automakers Have Made about Electric Cars.” Car and Driver. 
February 20, 2021. https://www.caranddriver.com/news/g35562831/ev-plans-automakers-timeline/.  
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Under Trump, science is a process of accommodating the needs and wants of his 
supporters and campaign contributors. At the EPA, Wheeler changed rules so that 
auto manufacturers can continue building gas guzzlers without being impeded by 
higher fuel-efficiency standards, and coal-mining companies can dump toxic 
waste in lakes and streams without worrying about the impact on drinking water. 
As for climate change, taking it seriously would mean dumping 50 years of 
Republican dogma, alienating a powerful part of the coalition Trump needs to 
maintain power, and, most painfully, ceding that President Obama was right about 
something. (Goodell, 2020) 

Climate change is still a heavily debated topic that has become a political warzone. Many 

people, primarily in the republican party, do not believe that climate change exists at all. For 

years the tobacco industry took advantage of what scientists did not know to deny that cigarettes 

cause cancer. Climate deniers are similar in using uncertainties in the amount of carbon dioxide 

in the atmosphere as proof that humans are not at fault.18 

The Trump administration made plenty of harmful decisions, such as appointing a strong 

climate denier to the post of Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce for observation and 

prediction at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Therefore giving him 

immense power on how to educate the country on climate change. However, former President 

Trump did sign into action an act towards cleaning pollution from the sea.  

The Save Our Seas 2.0 Act, brought forward by Alaskan Senator Dan Sullivan, was 

passed unanimously through the House and Senate and brought into action when signed by 

Trump. The act illustrates the necessity of ridding the ocean of not only pollution from the 

United States but a plan to try to get international involvement. While this is a step in the right 

direction, it does nothing if plastic is still being produced. The harmful gases produced from 

plastic creation will continue to harm the ocean. America still has a long way to go to catch up 

with the climate procedures around the world.  

 
18 Goodell, Jeff. 2020. “Trump Vs. Science.” Rolling Stone, no. 1345 (November): 38–39. 

http://search.ebscohost.com.sled.idm.oclc.org/login.aspx?direct=true&db=aph&AN=146646482&site=ehost-live. 
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The Green New Deal, presented by Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and 

Senator Edward J. Markey, is a heavily debated proposal regarding the reduction of carbon 

emissions. The goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to avoid the oncoming problems of 

climate change; however, it also attempts to tackle economic inequalities and racial injustices. 

The Green New Deal provides a ten-year plan for completely resourcing American electricity, 

upgrading buildings to be more energy-efficient, and changing the country’s transportation 

system entirely. This plan is aggressive and expensive, but so are the repercussions of climate 

change. Due to this, many republicans have painted the Green New Deal as a socialist takeover.19 

Republican Senator John Barrasso claims, “...cheeseburgers and milkshakes will become a thing 

of the past,” if the Green New Deal were to be passed.20 Regarding climate issues, the plan is 

excellent at outlining when, where, and how change needs to happen. Such as, supporting 

farming initiatives to reduce emissions and extract carbon from the atmosphere, and enacting 

afforestation and soil restoration. However, there is a point to be made about the inconsistencies 

in the proposal that opponents have torn apart. The Green New Deal has a lot of overlay between 

important climate solutions and seemingly unrelated economic and racial issues. The proposal 

addresses the harsher impact climate change has on marginalized and lower-income groups and 

offers aid to help reduce or stop it before it cannot be undone. Although the proposal continues to 

provide aid for issues not involved with climate at all.  

Opponents of the Green New Deal have argued that too many jobs will be eliminated and 

hardworking people will be put out of work. While it is true that many jobs will be lost, they will 

 
19 Lisa Freidman. “What Is the Green New Deal? A Climate Proposal, Explained.” The New York Times. 

February 21, 2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/21/climate/green-new-deal-questions-answers.html.  
20“Barrasso on Green New Deal: We Need Solutions, Not Socialism.” U.S. Senate Committee on 

Environment and Public Works. February 12, 2019. https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2019/2/barrasso-
on-green-new-deal-we-need-solutions-not-socialism.  
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not disappear. Switching to more sustainable energy sources and creating new means of 

transportation will open job opportunities for workers to switch to. Also, the change from fossil 

fuel to renewable energy will not happen overnight. The process will be long, giving workers 

plenty of time to find a new and equally rewarding job. 

Although the Green New Deal has a strong climate solution, it is too enmeshed with other 

issues to ever pass through Congress. The components mentioned in the proposal, while 

expensive, are worth pursuing, for the safety of the planet. Cleaning hazardous waste produced 

by manufacturing companies and working to reduce or eliminate further toxic gas is doable. 

Replanting trees and regenerating forests is possible; along with restoring soil to better hold 

crops without the use of pesticides. Research has already proven the possibility and benefits of 

soil restoration, now it is just a matter of making it happen. While these would be expensive 

projects, Senator Bernie Sanders points out that, “We are already spending many billions of 

dollars a year dealing with the impact of climate change.”21 Paying to fix the climate issues now 

prevents more spending on the repercussions of fixable problems.  

 The Paris Agreement is a notion for international involvement in ending climate change 

and has set the standard for most of the world as 190 countries have ratified it, including the 

United States as of January 20th, 2021, and 5 other countries have signed it. The goal is to limit 

the increase in global temperature to less than 2° C. While the plan still requires work budget and 

funding-wise, it is a big step in the right direction. The Union of Concerned Scientists predicts 

that the world has until 2050 to decrease emissions to net-zero before it is too late to make a 

change. Net-zero means countries are taking out as much carbon as they are producing. 

 Carbon taxing is a possible solution for reducing emissions and reaching the Paris 

 
21Lisa Friedman. “A Green New Deal Is Technologically Possible. Its Political Prospects Are Another 

Question.” The New York Times. February 21, 2019. nytimes.com/2019/02/21/us/politics/green-new-deal.html.  
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Agreement goal. The idea is to place a per-tonne tax on carbon emissions, and other greenhouse 

gases, produced by large companies and warehouses. Already implemented in 25 countries, 

carbon taxing has proven to make a difference. Sweden has had a carbon tax set in place since 

1995 and in that time their emissions have gone down by 25% and their economy expanded by 

75%. A question arises about how to delegate fair taxation over several industries. Should the 

coal industry be taxed more than the electric industry? Should each industry be given the same 

amount of carbon allowance? If every industry got the same amount of carbon allowance, what 

would smaller companies that produce less carbon do with the excess? However, with a cap and 

trade system set in place, the issues may begin to resolve themselves. In a cap and trade system, 

an industry that produces fewer emissions could sell the excess carbon allowance to a bigger 

industry. This not only keeps taxation fair but will also help boost the economy. 

More questions arise about what to do with the money received from the taxation. 

Answers could vary per country, but some solutions include: working towards paying off debt, 

putting more money towards climate research, or giving a dividend back to the citizens, as done 

in Switzerland. Regardless, international participation is a must if a difference is to be made. 

 With the United States under a new presidential administration, there is a clean slate to 

begin working towards resolving climate issues once more. President Joe Biden signed an 

executive order on his first day in office to rejoin the Paris Agreement and work towards 

achieving the designated goal. President Biden also revoked the permit for the Keystone XL 

Pipeline that would have caused the destruction of native lands, corrosive leaking, and more 

greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, Biden’s candidates for cabinet posts are in favor of 

aggressive climate approaches. During his campaign, Biden ran on ideas of reaching a zero-

emission energy sector by 2035 and plans to spend 400 billion dollars on clean energy research 
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and development. 

While this all sounds very promising, the president still has checks in the other branches 

of government that can limit his power to keep these promises. The Senate has just barely 

achieved a democratic majority, passing climate laws will continue to be difficult as many 

republicans refuse to acknowledge the crisis. Since climate issues have become a ground for 

political battles, governance can be slowed or stopped. However, that does not stop the climate 

issues from continuing to happen and grow exponentially worse. As climate issues continue to 

worsen, international governance needs to evolve to better combat climate change, otherwise, 

people’s lives will continue to be put in danger. In the words of Petteri Taalas, “It is worth 

repeating once again that we are the first generation to fully understand climate change and the 

last generation to be able to do something about it.” If nothing is done, there will no longer be 

the option of doing anything at all.  
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